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motions, which would be typical for industrial settings: i) motion
along 3-D straight lines, and ii) general planar motion. The proposed
conjectures were shown to be reliable via experimentation with real
object surfaces that were marked with artificial circular markers.
The second solution approach, for 3-D general motion, advocates
the use of additional features, which are coplanar to the circular
features monitored. Based on the assumption that the marked object
is a rigid body, the distances from a circular feature to such additional
features, though unknown a priori, can be used as invariants to solve
the duality problem. Experiments also showed that these methods are
effective in practice.
Ill-conditioned positions do exist for all solutions proposed in
this paper. However, they can be found by solving a set of linear
and quadratic equations, and normally eliminated during run-time by
acquiring a third image of the moving object.
The solution methods outlined herein were successfully utilized
within our active-vision based moving-object recognition scheme
[25].
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Sufficient Conditions on Uniform Approximation of
Multivariate Functions by General Takagi–Sugeno
Fuzzy Systems with Linear Rule Consequent
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Abstract—We have constructively proved a general class of multi-input
single-output Takagi–Sugeno fuzzy systems to be universal approximators. The systems use any types of continuous fuzzy sets, any types
of fuzzy logic AND, fuzzy rules with linear rule consequent and the
generalized defuzzifier. We first prove that the TS fuzzy systems can
uniformly approximate any multivariate polynomial arbitrarily well, and
then prove they can uniformly approximate any multivariate continuous
function arbitrarily well. We have derived a formula for computing the
minimal upper bounds on the number of fuzzy sets and fuzzy rules
necessary to achieve prespecified approximation accuracy for any given
bivariate function. A numerical example is furnished. Our results provide
a solid theoretical basis for fuzzy system applications, particularly as
fuzzy controllers and models.

I. INTRODUCTION
With respect to fuzzy control and modeling applications, the
existing fuzzy systems can be classified into two major types, namely
Mamdani fuzzy systems and Takagi–Sugeno (TS) fuzzy systems. The
primary difference between them lies in the fuzzy rule consequent.
Mamdani fuzzy systems use fuzzy sets as rule consequent whereas
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TS fuzzy systems employ linear functions of input variables as rule
consequent [14]. Both types of fuzzy systems have been used widely
as effective tools in various practical applications, especially in the
areas of control and modeling. From mathematics point of view,
fuzzy systems are just functions mapping their input to output. In
the context of control, the question is whether a fuzzy controller can
always be constructed to approximate any desired continuous and
nonlinear control solution with enough accuracy. For fuzzy systems
used as models, the issue is whether a fuzzy model can always be
established which is capable of approximating any continuous and
nonlinear physical system arbitrarily well. The questions are of both
theoretical and practical importance. If the fuzzy systems are proved
to be universal approximators, then one would feel more comfortable
to utilize them as controllers and models. If not, the fuzzy systems
should be used to solve only those control and modeling problems
to which fuzzy systems are capable of.
Due to its importance, the issue of fuzzy systems as universal approximators has drawn significant attention in the past few years and
progress has been made. All the results in the literature, nevertheless,
are only on Mamdani fuzzy systems (e.g., [1], [4], [5], [7], [10]–[13],
[15], [16], [20]). Many of these results are of rather limited usefulness
because were derived by using the Stone-Weierstrass theorem. As a
result, they are just existence results on some particular configurations
of Mamdani fuzzy systems. Existence results are interesting but
are far from enough. In classical function approximation theory
covering such approximators as polynomials and spline functions,
quantitative results are the norm. Fuzzy approximation theory should
be established to the same level. Keep this in mind, we have studied
sufficient conditions for general and typical multiple-input singleoutput (MISO) Mamdani fuzzy systems as universal approximators
[17]. We have also investigated necessary conditions for MISO as
well as SISO fuzzy systems as universal approximators [18]. In [21],
detailed approximation accuracy analysis for some particular fuzzy
systems is carried out.
At present, there do not exist any approximation results in the
literature for the common TS fuzzy systems. By “common,” we mean
those that use linear rule consequent and the centroid defuzzifier,
as originally proposed by Takagi and Sugeno [14]. The interesting
existence result in [3] is on an uncommon two-input one-output
TS fuzzy system because it uses a linear defuzzifier, (i.e., the
defuzzifier does not have denominator) and requires rule consequent
be polynomials of the input variables. In reality, TS fuzzy systems
use only linear functions of input variables as rule consequent.
Linear rule consequent is critical to the practicality and usefulness of
TS fuzzy systems. This is because when nonlinear rule consequent
are used, proper determination of the rule consequent structure and
parameters is extremely difficult, if not impossible. Furthermore,
compared with traditional polynomial approximators that have been
well established, the fuzzy system with polynomial rule consequent
is greatly disadvantageous in terms of complexity and practical
usefulness.
In present paper, we will use a two-step constructive proof approach to theoretically demonstrate that general MISO TS fuzzy
systems with linear rule consequent are universal approximators.
The TS fuzzy systems in this study are general because they use
any types of continuous fuzzy sets, any types of fuzzy logic AND,
fuzzy rules with linear consequent and the generalized defuzzifier
containing the centroid defuzzifier as a special case. Furthermore,
we have achieved some quantitative approximation results; we have
derived a formula that relates the number of fuzzy sets and rules
needed to the bivariate function to be approximated as well as the
prespecified approximation error bound. The formula can compute
the minimal upper bounds on the number of fuzzy sets and fuzzy

rules. We provide a numerical example to demonstrate how to use
the formula and its usefulness.
II. CONFIGURATION OF GENERAL MISO TS FUZZY SYSTEMS
The general TS fuzzy systems use r input variables, continuoustime or discrete-time or both. The variables are represented by a
vector

x(t) def
= (x1 (t); x2 (t); 1 1 1 ; xr (t))
where t is time. For notational simplicity, in the rest of the paper, we
will use x and xi , respectively, instead of x t and xi t : Because
one can always scale the variables so that they all fall in 0 ; ;
without loss of generality, we suppose that

()
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we define n
fuzzy sets for fuzzifying the variables. Each of the
; 6 ; 1 1 1 ; 6n : The membership
fuzzy sets is denoted by Ai;j j
function of Ai;j ; designated by i;j ; can be any continuous functions
whose values are bounded between 0 and 1. We impose little
restriction on the membership functions because we want to include
all the commonly-used fuzzy sets (e.g., triangular type, trapezoidal
types, and bell-shape type) as well as any reasonable types. We are
able to impose so little restriction because the approximation results
we have established are independent of the shapes of the membership
functions, as we will show later. Of the n
fuzzy sets, one is
defined over 0 ; 0 n 0 =n ; another over n 0 =n; and each
of the remaining n 0 ones over k 0 =n; k
=n ; where
0 n 0  k  n 0 : The fuzzy sets are not required to be
identical for different input variables or for the same input variable,
as the shapes of the membership functions will be irrelevant in the
theoretical development in the next section.
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where Fn x is output of the fuzzy systems. Here, we use the
subscript n to signify that system output is parameterized by n. In
other words, different number of fuzzy sets and rules will result in
different structures of the fuzzy systems. The subscript pi;m ; where
0n  pi;m  n; is an integer. In each rule, therer are r
parameters, namely a0;m ; a1;m ; 1 1 1 ; ar;m : For n
rules, there
r
are r
n
parameters. The values of these parameters are
chosen by the system developer.
Fuzzy logic AND in the rules can be any types of T-norm (e.g.,
Zadeh AND operation and/or product AND operation [8], [9]). A
mixture of different types may be used in the same rule or in different
rules. We can make such a broad assumption on fuzzy AND operators
because their choices will not affect the final approximation results
established in this paper. Using symbol to represents any types of
fuzzy logic AND operations ( represents as many types of AND
operations as used), we obtain the combined membership for the
consequent of Rule m as follows:
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We use the generalized defuzzifier [6] to calculate output of the
fuzzy systems, which is
(2n+1)

Fn (x) =

m (a0;m + a1;m x1 + 1 1 1 + ar;m xr )

m=1

n

(2 +1)

m=1

:

m

Different defuzzifiers are obtained by using different values, where
 < 1: When
; the popular centroid defuzzifier is
realized. The mean of maximum defuzzifier is realized when
1:
One sees that this generalized defuzzifier is indeed general.
Mathematically, Fn x is a function sequence in terms of n. It is a
mapping Fn C r 0 ; ! 01; 1 ; where C r 0 ; represents
r-dimensional product space.
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M1 + M2 = M is the degree of the polynomial. We suppose
PM (x1 ; x2 ) is explicitly given. Using PM (x1 ; x2 ); we construct
(2n + 1)2 TS fuzzy rules with linear rule consequent as follows:
Rule #1: IF x1 is A1;p AND x2 is A2;p THEN
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n n
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As a result, we have from (1)
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Proof: For simplicity and better presentation, we will prove the
case of two variables (i.e., r
). The proof for more variables is
similar.
We assume a polynomial of two variables is expressed by
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a2;m are still constants. Output of the two-input fuzzy systems is
shown in (1) at the bottom of the page. Because at any time

Mi = M:

The proof of the following theorem completes the first of the two
steps.
Theorem 1: The general MISO TS fuzzy systems with linear rule
consequent can uniformly approximate PM x ; defined on a compact
domain, with an arbitrarily small approximation error bound. That is
8" > there exists a positive integer n3 such that n > n3 ;

0

One notices that in constructing the fuzzy rules, we let the parameters
in Rule m be

;

=0

THEN
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III. THE GENERAL MISO TS FUZZY
SYSTEMS AS UNIVERSAL APPROXIMATORS
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To prove that the general MISO TS fuzzy systems are universal
approximators, we will use the same two-step constructive proof
approach as we did in [17]. The key of this approach is to use
polynomials as a “bridge” to connect the two proof steps. In the
first step, we will prove that the general MISO TS fuzzy systems
can uniformly approximate any multivariate polynomial to any degree of accuracy. In the second step, we will utilize the fact that
any multivariate continuous function can always be approximated
by a multivariate polynomial arbitrarily well (i.e., the Weierstrass
approximation theorem [2]) to prove that the general fuzzy systems
can uniformly approximate any multivariate continuous function with
arbitrary precision.
We suppose that PM x is a multivariate polynomial of degree M
defined in C r 0 ;
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This means when the number of fuzzy sets and rules is very large,
the fuzzy systems will approach the polynomial and, to the limit,
will become the polynomial. Despite of this, we still need to prove
the approximation to be uniform. To accomplish this, we will derive
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a formula that can calculate a positive integer n3 , based on given
approximation error bound " > 0; such that 8n > n3

jjFn 0 PM jjC [01;1]
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Hence, we have derived what we wanted as follows:
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Hence, for the second and third terms in the last part of (3), the
following inequalities hold:
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We are going to determine n3 from this inequality. We have
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Having derived this formula, we have actually completed the task
of proving that the general MISO TS fuzzy systems can uniformly
approximate any multivariate polynomials with arbitrarily high approximation accuracy.
We now need to complete the second step of our two-step proof
of the general TS fuzzy systems being universal approximators. In
the second step, we will use the Weierstrass approximation theorem,
which basically states that any multivariate continuous function can
always be uniformly approximated by a multivariate polynomial no
matter how small the desired approximation error bound is. The
following theorem is proved for the general MISO fuzzy systems
with r input variables.
Theorem 2 (Universal Approximation Theorem): The
general
MISO TS fuzzy systems with linear rule consequent can uniformly
approximate any multivariate continuous function on a compact
domain to any degree of accuracy.
Proof: Designate any multivariate continuous function to be
approximated as G(x) and the desired uniform approximation error
bound as " > 0: According to the Weierstrass approximation theorem, we can always find a multivariate polynomial PM (x) that
can uniformly approximate G(x) with accuracy ": This is to say,
8"1 > 0; jjPM 0 Gjj < "1 : Furthermore, on the basis of Theorem 1,
8"2 > 0; jjFn 0 PM jj < "2 : Hence, if we choose "1 and "2 to make
"1 + "2 < "; then

jjFn 0 Gjj  jjPM 0 Gjj jjFn 0 PM jj
+

=

"1 + "2 < ":
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That is,

jFn (x) 0 G(x)j < ";
which means Fn (x) can uniformly approximate G(x) arbitrarily
well.
To this point, we have proved the general MISO TS fuzzy
systems to be universal approximators in that they can uniformly
approximate any continuous multivariate functions arbitrarily well.
Although Theorems 1 and 2 are qualitative results, the proof of
Theorem 1 actually contains a quantitative result, that is, inequality
(5). Combining these two theorems and using (5), we obtain the
following quantitative result concerning sufficient requirement on the
number of fuzzy sets and rules for the general TS fuzzy systems
as universal approximators. Though the result is stated for bivariate
functions, similar results can be established for functions with more
variables. For simplicity and better presentation, however, we do not
provide the more general results in the paper.
Theorem 3 (Sufficient Conditions): Given a continuous function
G(x1 ; x2 ); defined on a compact domain, to be approximated with
desired uniform approximation error bound " > 0; jFn (x1 ; x2 ) 0
G(x1 ; x2 )j < " when n > n3 where

3

n



j

1;0 j + j 0;1 j +

M

d

M

j

=0d =0
" 0 "1

d ;d

j(2

d

+d

0 1)
:

(6)

Here, we assume that "1 to be such chosen that jPM (x1 ; x2 ) 0
and "1 < ":
Proof: As we just stated above, the formula was already derived
in the proof of Theorem 1. By simply replacing " in (5) with " 0 "1 ;
we get this formula.
Once n3 is determined, the number of fuzzy sets needed to fuzzify
x1 and x2 is obviously 2n3 + 1 and the number of fuzzy rules is

G(x1 ; x2 )j < "1

3
2
(2n + 1) :

IV. DISCUSSION
Using any integer larger than the number calculated by (6) to
compute the number of fuzzy sets and fuzzy rules guarantees to
achieve uniform approximation by the general MISO fuzzy systems.
As any integer larger than n3 is an upper bound, there exists an
infinite number of upper bounds. But this is purely from mathematics
point of view. Practically, though, one should always use as few fuzzy
sets and rules as possible. Thus, only the computed n3 is the sensible
upper bound because it is the smallest. We call 2n3 +1 and (2n3 +1)2
minimal upper bounds on the number of fuzzy sets and fuzzy rules,
respectively. One should always use the computed n3 (if it is an
integer) or the integer just larger than the calculated n3 (if n3 is not
an integer) to calculate the minimal upper bounds.
We point out that n3 calculated by (6) could be conservative.
In other words, depending on the function to be approximated, the
minimal upper bounds determined could be somewhat too large.
This is because (6) represents sufficient conditions on the number of
fuzzy sets and rules; it does not represent necessary conditions, nor
necessary and sufficient ones. Consequently, there may exist some
smaller numbers of fuzzy sets and rules that will approximate the
function with the desired approximation accuracy. Overestimation
is natural and inevitable as (6) is independent of shape of the
membership functions, fuzzy logic AND operators and the defuzzifier
type (i.e., value of ). In practice, the common TS fuzzy systems
use triangular, trapezoidal or Gaussian membership functions, Zadeh
or product AND operators and the centroid defuzzifier. Under these
specific constraints, how to numerically determine the minimal upper
bounds or, ideally the exact number of fuzzy sets and rules needed, is
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an interesting, important but technically challenging research topic.
The minimal upper bounds found under these constraints are expected
to be less conservative than those computed by using (6).
A question related to the minimal upper bounds naturally arises:
can lower bounds on the number of fuzzy sets and rules be numerically estimated? The answer is affirmative but a full presentation of
our study in this aspect is beyond the scope of the present paper.
The interested reader is referred to our recent paper [19] in which we
have established necessary conditions for the general MISO TS fuzzy
systems with linear rule consequent as universal approximators. We
have found that for those continuous functions that are complex in
mathematical representation but only have a small number of extrema,
a few fuzzy sets and rules may suffice for uniform approximation
with arbitrarily high accuracy. On the other hand, for those functions
that are simple in mathematical formulation but have many extrema,
such as periodic functions or highly-oscillatory functions, a large
number of fuzzy sets and rules must be used. Once a function is
explicitly given, the number of fuzzy sets and rules necessary for
the approximation can easily be determined, which represent lower
bounds. The numbers that are necessary as well as sufficient are
between the lower bounds and the minimal upper bounds.
We now put the new approximation results in the context of fuzzy
control and modeling, two major applications of fuzzy systems. For
fuzzy control, the task is to develop a nonlinear controller that can
control any given nonlinear system with desired control performance.
As the system model is mathematically unavailable in most cases, the
desired controller is mathematically unknown, too. Under this kind of
circumstances, analytical design of the controller using conventional
control theory is virtually impossible. One can construct the controller
via fuzzy control methodology in a trial-and-error manner, but one
may wonder whether such a construction approach will lead to the
desired controller or at least to an approximate version of it. The
results established in present paper guarantee its success provided
that the controller is continuous and, as many fuzzy sets and rules
as necessary are permissible. The essence of fuzzy modeling is the
same as fuzzy control. One wants to construct a nonlinear model
to accurately represent any given continuous and nonlinear physical
dynamical system that is explicitly unknown. The approximation
results are useful because they ensure such a nonlinear model is
achievable.
V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
Example: What are the minimal upper bounds on the number
of fuzzy sets and fuzzy rules for the general TS fuzzy systems to
uniformly approximate f (x1 ; x2 ) = ex +x , where x1 2 [00:5; 0:5]
and x2 2 [00:5; 0:5]; with approximation error less than 0.2 or 0.1?
Solution: The function f (x) = ex on the interval [01; 1] can be
approximated by the following polynomial

P3 (x) =

191
192

+x+

2

13x
24

+

x3
6

with truncation error slightly less than 0.071. Hence, f (x1 ; x2 ) =
can be approximated uniformly by the following third-order
polynomials

ex +x

13 2 13 2 13
P3 (x1 ; x2 ) = 191
192 + x1 + x2 + 24 x1 + 24 x2 + 12 x1 x2
1 3 1 3 1 2
1 2
+ 6 x1 + 6 x2 + 2 x1 x2 + 2 x1 x2
with truncation error slightly less than 0.071. We now use this
polynomial to compute the minimal upper bounds on the number of
fuzzy sets and fuzzy rules. Obviously, "1 = 0:071: For approximation
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accuracy " = 0:2; according to (6), we obtain
n3

13 13
 0 2010 071 [1 + 1 + (1 + 1)(21 0 1) + ( 13
24 + 24 + 12 )
2
3
1 (2 0 1) + ( 16 + 16 + 12 + 12 )(2 0 1)] = 153:7:
:

:

We choose n3 = 154 and the minimal upper bounds on the number
of fuzzy sets and fuzzy rules are 309 and 95 481, respectively. For
approximation accuracy " = 0:1, it is straightforward to compute
n3  683:9. We use n3 = 684, and consequently the minimal upper
bounds on the number of fuzzy sets and rules are 1369 and 1 874 161,
respectively. As expected, the higher the approximation accuracy, the
larger the number of fuzzy sets and fuzzy rules.
One may wonder whether the minimal upper bounds computed
will be different if a higher order or a lower order polynomial is used
to approximate the function. Indeed, they will be different and we
now continue the example to demonstrate this.
Note that f (x1 ; x2 ) = ex +x can also be approximated by the
following fourth-order polynomial
P4 (x1 ; x2 ) = 1 + x1 + x2 + 12 x21 + 12 x22 + x1 x2

1 x31 + 1 x32 + 1 x21 x2 + 1 x1 x22 + 1 x41
6
6
2
2
24
1 x42 + 1 x31 x2 + 1 x1 x32 + 1 x21 x22
+ 24
6
6
4
with truncation error slightly less than 0.024. That is, "1 = 0:024.
+

Using (6), it is easy to compute n3
174:3 for " = 0:2 and
n3 403:6 for " = 0:1: The minimal upper bounds on the number of
fuzzy sets are 351 and 809, respectively. The corresponding minimal
upper bounds on the number of fuzzy rules are 123 201 and 654 481,
respectively.
These upper bounds appear to be excessively large; but one should
remember that they represent sufficient conditions only. The numbers
are big because they hold regardless of the shapes of the fuzzy sets,
fuzzy logic AND operators and type of the defuzzifier. According to
the necessary conditions in [21], a few fuzzy sets for x1 and x2 and a
dozen of fuzzy rules may suffice for the fuzzy approximation required.
Unfortunately, the exact numbers cannot be determined theoretically
at present. Nevertheless, we believe that when typical fuzzy sets,
fuzzy logic AND operators and defuzzifier are used, the number of
fuzzy sets and fuzzy rules actually needed for the approximation
should be far smaller than the numbers computed above.





VI. CONCLUSIONS
The MISO TS fuzzy systems covered in present paper are very
general. They use any types of continuous fuzzy sets, any types of
fuzzy logic AND, fuzzy rules with linear rule consequent and the
generalized defuzzifier containing the popular centroid defuzzifier as
a special case. Our contribution is two-fold:
1) we have constructively proved, in a two-step approach using polynomials as the bridge, that these fuzzy systems are
universal approximators;
2) we have derived a formula for computing the minimal upper
bounds on the number of fuzzy sets and rules needed for approximating any bivariate function with prespecified accuracy.
The formula can be extended to cover functions with more
variables.
The usefulness of these results for fuzzy control and modeling is
discussed.
Prior to this paper, there did not even exist any qualitative results in
the literature regarding TS fuzzy systems with linear rule consequent
as universal approximators, letting alone quantitative ones. Thus, our
qualitative and quantitative results are important and valuable; they
provide a solid theoretical basis for various applications of TS fuzzy
systems, particularly as fuzzy controllers and models.
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